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Ahsrracr: The D&ev-Grosswald asymptotic series for the generalized Bessel polynomials y”( z; a,h) is extended to 0( l/n4) relative 
accuracy. The differential equation of the asymptotic factor, derived from the differential equation for ,vn(z; u.h). is the basis of a 
different and easier method that employs simple recurrence relations and much less algebra for obtaining the same series. This is 
applied to the important special case of u = I to obtain the asymptotic series to 0( l/n”) relative accuracy. 
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0. Introduction 
Grosswald extended an asymptotic formula of DoEev (who had improved upon Obreshkov) for the 
generalized Bessel polynomials y,,(z;a,b), going from O( l/n’) to O( l/n’) relative accuracy [ 11. We have 
.v,(z; 0, b)= c 
n n!(n+k+u-2)‘1’z, 
k=O k!(n-k)!Q . 
(1) 
Grosswald works with y,( z; a) = y,( z; a, 2) from which y,,( z;a,b), where b is merely a scale factor, is 
immediately obtainable as y,,(2z/b; a). His method [ 1, pp. 128-1301 is to write 
_v,( z; u) = d!,“)z”P( z) (2) 
where 
dJ,“)= 2-“T(2n + a - l)/T(n + a - l), (3) 
P(z) =,?J (1 - a/z)9 (4) 
and to find Stirling expansions for di”), a, = Cy= ,cuF, then l/n/-expansions of log P(z) and P(z), 
combining into the l/n/-expansion g( z; a), where 
y,,(z;~)=(2nz/e)“2”-~‘~e”‘g(z;u), z=O. (5) 
We first extend (also correct) Grosswald’s g( z; a), by obtaining all l/n3 terms, for 0( l/n4) accuracy, 
following his procedure. The large amount of labor required for the l/n’-terms (around 12 pages of 
algebra) discourages further extension by this ‘brute force’ method. However, by employing the differential 
equation for g( z; a) that is derived from that of y,,( z; a), we find a new and easier method of extension, 
mostly by simple recursion, that bypasses all the work of finding u,., log P(z) and P(z), and their 
l/n/-expansions. This was tested by employing it in a second independent computation of g(z; u) in (7). 
This new method is specially advantageous in the computation of g(z; a) for a = 1. Because of the 
importance of 
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P,(X) = (- l)“y,(x; 1, - 1) = (- l)lly,,( -2x; 1). (6) 
which are the orthogonal polynomials employed in Gaussian quadrature, when the integrals are inverse 
Laplace transforms [2,3], the asymptotic formula for P,,(x) has been calculated exactly to 0( 1 /n”) relative 
accuracy. 
1. Asymptotic formula for yJz; a) 
This is given by (5) where 
1 (a-2)(a- 1) 
g(z; u)= 1-n 
[ 4 
1 (u-2) I 1 
+24+ 22 4z2 1 
+l_ (P2)(U- 1)(3u2+3u- 11) + 1 
[ 
(u - 2){6(u - 2)(u + 1) + l} 
n2 96 1152’ 482 
+ 6(3u2-9u+4)+1 + (u-2) 1 
96z* 
-++ 
8z3 32z4 1 + 1 
n3 [ 
_ 3( 12~1’ + 36u5 - 342~~ + 384~~ + 595~~ - 1215~ + 518) + 2 
13824 
17 (a-2){12(u-2)(-3u3- 12u2+26u+ ll)- l} _~ 
414720 + 2304; 
36(5u4 - lOa’ - 52a2 + 151~ - 87) + 13 (a - 2)( lOa2 - IOU - 47) _ 
4608~ * 192~’ 
_ (30u2-90u+ 13) (u-2) _~_ 
768~~ 64z5 
(7) 
There are three corrections to Grosswald’s l/n2 terms [l, p. 1301: line 8, for (3~ + 7) read (3~’ + 3u - 1 l), 
for (3~ - 5), read (3~ - 3); line 9, for + 1 1zP2, read - 1 It- 2. The first error is traceable to the same on p. 
129, line 8; the second, to the erroneous -ze2/8 instead of +(a - 3)z-*/8 on p. 129, last line (which is 
also responsible for the erroneous [(a - 2)* - l] instead of (a* - 3a + 1) on p. 130, line 3); the third was 
introduced fortuitously. (Harmless misprints: p. 124, in the Obreshkov and DoEev formulas (4) and (5). for 
v,,(z), read y,(z; a); p. 129, line - 2, for (z - 2) read (a - 2).) 
2. Use of differential equation for g(z; a) 
From (5) and the differential equation for y = y,,( z; a, 2) given by 
z2y”+(az+2)y’-+~+a-l)y=O [l,p.12,(26)], (8) 
we obtain this differential equation for g = g( z; a): 
z4g” + (2n + u)z3g’ + ((2 - u)z - 1)s = 0. 
Applying (9) to 
(9) 
’ As a by-product of (7). we find that 6 = 8n( -4n4 - loan3 +24n3 - 4a2n2 -32n2 +24an2 +4a3n -22a2n t40an -24n +2cr4 - 
18a3 +60a2 -880 +48)/(2n + a -2)4(2n + a -3)2(2n + u -4)(2n + a -5). 
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where +,( z; a) = 1, z = 0 and N is arbitrary, we obtain 
O=“C’(Z @I( ; ) 4 ” z a +az3+:(z; a)+((2-a)z- l)$,(z; a)+2z3#+,(z; a)} +. 1 
r=O n’ i 1 n 
N ’ 
(11) 
In(ll)every{ must be 0, so that the +,( z; a), which are seen to be polynomials of the (2i)th degree in 
l/z, are obtained recursively from 
+,+,(z; u)=i/‘[-z#‘(z; a)-a&‘(~, a)+ ((a-2)/z2+ l,‘z3)$(z; u)]dz+k,+,(u), 
m 
i=o, 1 ,... (12) 
In (12) the constants of integration k,+,(u)= $,+,(a; a), i = 0, l,..., are seen from (2), (3) and (5), to 
be given by Grosswald’s expansion, 
(e/4n)“2-U+3/2 r(2n + a - l)/T( n + a - 1) 
=1+x 
N k,(a) I o 
I=1 n’ 
(cf. [ 1, p. 129, lines 4 and 71). (13) 
Thus, in the present method, we still have the derivation of just k,(u), i = 1, 2,. . . , by brute force from (13), 
but then the use of (12) bypasses all that work involving a,, log P(z) and P(z) [ 1, pp. 129-1301. 
3. Application to a = 1 
The preceding equations (9)-( 13) are particularly effective in the special case of a = 1 (cf. Section 0, last 
paragraph). 
We denote (P,(z; 1) by G,(Z)= +, and k,(l) by k,, and let 
+,=k,+ $ c, i > 0. 
,=, zJ 
(q+,=k,= 1, u;~‘=O.)* (14) 
From (12) and (14). with some shifting in subscript notation, the coefficients u,j’+ I), for i > 1, are obtained 
from 
+ r+l= 
f( k, + u\‘)) + (- +k, + a:“+ &$‘) 
k,+, + z 
Z2 
+; 
tjju~“+(u~i’~-u~~*)/j)+(u~,‘+u~:’,)/(4i+2)_u~~’/(4i+4) 
z21+l z21+2 ’ (15) 
r=3 ZJ 
When i = 0, we take only the first three terms of (15); when i = 1, we take only the first three and last two. 
The recursion scheme for a:‘+‘) . m (15) can be further simplified by using the relation 
a?,‘, = -uy,‘,_,/2m, m = l(l)i, (16) 
which is readily shown, by induction, frond (14) and (15). Then all that we need is this two-term recurrence 
formula for a:‘+ I), j odd, 
a(‘+“=f(k,+u~“), i>O; 
1 
UJ 
“+“=f(j~:“-u:“,/(i- l)), j=3(2)2i- 1, i> 1; (17) 
ui::!’ = - u$‘,)_ ,/4i, i > 0. 
* Because the k,‘s originate differently from the a:“’ s.1 z 0, there is more clarity in not writing k, as a&” 
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For the calculation of k,, since the factor (1 + (u - 1)/2n)“‘+” “I’/( 1 + (a - 1)/n)““‘=‘, ’ in the left 
member of (13) (cf. [ 1. p. 129. line 41) collapses into 1, we have to work only with 
I 
1 
1+- 
1 139 
12(2n) + 288(2n)’ - 51840(2n)’ - .” I[ 
/ 1+&+2x:,1- 
139 
I 51840~ - “’ 1 
= 1 + ; k/n’+ 0(1/n”+‘). (18) 
,=I 
The exact values of k, and aj” in (14) for j = 1(2)2i - 1, I = l( l)lO, were found from (17) and (18). ’ 
Replacing z by -2x in (14). and noting (16). we obtain this asymptotic series for P,,(x) = 
(- l)“_V,,(x; 1, - 1): 
~,,,x~~~-l,~~~~~‘~2~l;‘s~l~~~.(I +,f, +,(;,21) +#. (19) 
in which 
2t- I 
+,(-2x)=k,+ c b;” (20) 
r=l.3.... 
where 
hi” = -q/2 /. (21) 
The following schedule gives +, = $,(-2x) for i = l( 1)lO: 
” = - 398 13120 1658880 
@” = - - 6688604160 159252480 
- 2:h5498;)96j’+~)~+23:99:96il+~~~-629:456(’+~~~’ 
1683 59651 
@” = - 48 157949 95200 53508 83328 
- 
150;;944[‘+&)$+ 5033:648O(l +&c,+” 
6 8 1682 66699 6 88937 2945 1 740503 87433 
‘7 = - 11557 90798 84800 1926 31799 80800 42 80706 66240 
’ Another by-product, from the calculation of k,, k, and k,,: The next three terms in Davis’s computation of the Stlrlmg series for 
r(x) [4, p. 1801 were found to be -44831 31259/86684309913600xX +43226 19216 12371,‘514904800886784000.~9 + 
6232523202521089/865040065489797 12000~‘~. 
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